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Abstract We describe a novel extension of the Poisson
regression model to be based on a multi-layer perceptron, a
type of neural network. This relaxes the assumptions of the
traditional Poisson regression model, while including it as a
special case. In this paper, we describe neural network
regression models with six different schemes and compare
their performances in three simulated data sets, namely one
linear and two nonlinear cases. From the simulation study
it is found that the Poisson regression models work well
when the linearity assumption is correct, but the neural
network models can largely improve the prediction in
nonlinear situations.
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1 Introduction
After the first paper about neural networks published by
McCulloch and Pitts [1], statisticians and artificial intelligence scientists have worked independently on this subject
for several decades. Recently, efforts had been made to
combine techniques such as regression and classification
models, which are common in both disciplines. In real
applications, the most commonly used regression and
classification models are linear. Currently various nonlinear methods, such as generalized additive models (GAM),
classification and regression tree (CART), multivariate
adaptive regression splines (MARS) and neural network
models have become popular. Among these popular nonlinear methods, neural network models are attractive in
their flexibility, and achieve comparable performance in
prediction.
There have been some developments on the combination
of neural network and statistical models. These include
nonlinear multiple regression, nonlinear logistic regression
and nonlinear multinomial logistic regression using neural
networks described by Ripley [2] and Bishop [3]. Neural
networks have also been used in modeling survival data in
a variety of ways [4]. Faraggi and Simon [5] suggested an
extension of the Cox proportional hazard model, and
commented that similar extensions can be made to logistic
regression and multinomial logistic regression. Nonlinear
extension of ordinal logistic regression was proposed by
Mathieson [6].
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In addition, reports in some research papers suggest
that the extension of generalized linear model (GLM)
by neural network models are applicable in real data set
such as speech recognition, waveform analysis of electrocardiography, electroencephalography, and signal processing. This kind of neural network has also been
successfully applied in clinical outcome prediction of
myocardial infarction, mortality, surgical decision making
on traumatic brain injury patients, recovery from surgery,
pediatric, genecology, head trauma, and transplantation
[7–16].
In this paper, we extend the linear Poisson regression to
neural network Poisson regression, and examine its performance in comparison to the linear Poisson regression for
simulated data. Based on existing literature this model has
not been introduced before.

usually overcome either by stopping the optimization early
or more often by using regularization techniques to
penalize the optimization criterion. By adding a penalty
term to the optimization criterion, the estimates of the
weights will be shrunk which is also termed as shrinkage
method. The following smoothness penalty is often used in
shrinkage method:
X
L ¼  log likelihood þ k
x2ij
ð2Þ
weights

This process is also known as weight decay in neural
network literatures. The tuning parameter k can be chosen
by cross-validation. For fixed number of hidden units, we
minimize this penalized log-likelihood in Eq. 2 to get the
weights estimated [4].
2.2 Optimization criteria
Given a training set comprising a set of input vectors {xn},
where n = 1,…, N, together with the corresponding target
vector {yn}, if we assume that data points yn (n = 1,…, N)
are independent conditional on xn, the likelihood function
can be written as:

2 Methods
2.1 Neural networks
The most commonly used form of neural network is the
multi-layer perceptron (MLP). A MLP consists of one
input layer of units, one output layer of units and possibly
one or more layers of ‘hidden’ units. The input units pass
their inputs to the units in the first hidden layer or directly
to the output units. Each of the hidden layer units adds a
constant (termed as ‘bias’) to a weighted sum of its inputs
and calculates an activation function /h of the result. This
is then passed to hidden units in the next layer or to the
output unit(s).
In this paper, we fix the activation function (/h) as
tangent hyperbolic function in hidden layer and exponential function in output layer (/0). Denote the inputs as xi‘s
and the outputs tk‘s, for MLP with one hidden layer
!!
X
X
t k ¼ / 0 ak þ
xjk /h aj þ
xij xi
ð1Þ
j!k

i!j

If we have only one output node, k will be equal to one.
The weights can be determined by optimizing some proper
criterion function such as minimizing the sum of squared
errors of the predicted variable or maximizing the loglikelihood of the data in cases where a distribution of the
response variable can be assumed.
The structure of MLP made it possible to fit very general
nonlinear functional relationships between inputs and outputs. Research results have shown that neural networks
with enough hidden units can approximate any arbitrary
functional relationships [17, 18]. However, over-fit can be
a serious problem in such a framework. This problem is
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PðyjxÞ ¼

N
Y

pðyn jxn Þ

ð3Þ

n¼1

The error function can be defined as the negative loglikelihood:
E ¼  log Pðy1 ; . . .; yN jx1 ; . . .; xN Þ ¼ 

N
X

log pðyn jxn Þ

n¼1

ð4Þ
For regression problems with normality assumption, this
can be reduced to the most commonly used squared error
criterion:
EðwÞ ¼

N
1X
fyn  tn ðxn ; wÞg2
2 n¼1

ð5Þ

For classification problems, it is often advantageous to
associate the network outputs to the posterior probabilities
of each class. For a problem with two classes, the target
variable {yn} is binary and can be assumed to follow
binomial distribution with its probability as tn(xn; w). The
error function in Eq. 4 then yields the cross-entropy error
function:
X
E¼
fyn ln tn þ ð1  yn Þ lnð1  tn Þg
ð6Þ
This definition can be extended to other family of GLM
such as multinomial logistic regression and ordinal logistic
regression or Cox regression for survival models [2–6]. We
will consider the Poisson regression in the following.
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2.3 Poisson regression
Suppose we have a single target variable with count
response, we consider the nonlinear Poisson regression for
neural networks as an extension of generalized linear
models.
The Poisson probability distribution for count data is
given by:
P½Yn ¼ yn  ¼

ekn kynn
;
yn !

yn ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .

ð7Þ

In linear Poisson regression, the most commonly used
formulation is the log-linear link function: ln kn ¼ x0n b.
Thus, the expected value for yn is given by E½yn jxn  ¼
0
k n ¼ e xn b .
Here, we model kn as a function of xn by an MLP neural
network:
!!
X
X
^n ¼ / a þ
tn ¼ k
x j / aj þ
xij xn
ð8Þ
0

h

j

i!j

Substituting Poisson probability function in Eq. 4 and
using Eq. 8 as Poisson means, the negative log-likelihood
criterion can be obtained as:
E¼

N
X

½tn þ yn log tn  ln yn !

ð9Þ

n¼1

Eliminating the last term which is not related to the
model fitting, we have:
E¼

N
X

criterion is considered to be the best. However, it should be
noticed that in our neural network model fittings, for each
setting of fixed number of hidden units, the negative loglikelihood score we get is suboptimal since the weights are
optimized on a penalized version of Eq. 11, We thus can
only get approximations of the AIC and BIC values.
We also calculated MSE for testing set as a reference
measure for accuracy, where MSE is defined as
1
N

N
X
ðkn  tn Þ2 :

ð14Þ

n¼1

The predictions by different models are ranked by MSE.
The models considered include 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20 hidden
units. To save the computation time, the weight decay
parameter is pre-fixed at 0.012 in our simulations. This
value is chosen based on some empirical study for different
choices of weight decay parameter.
Back propagation is a general computing technique to fit
parameters in MLP. The computation involves the
numerical evaluation of derivatives of the error function
with respect to the weights and biases. The general form of
back propagation is described elsewhere [2, 3]. Here, we
use a special algorithm based on the article by Pearlmutter
[19] for computation of Hessian matrix, similar to Nabney
[20] approach. The scaled conjugate gradient algorithm is
used for optimization. The code is written in R 2.6.2 and
Matlab 7.5.

3 Simulation
½tn þ yn log tn 

ð10Þ

n¼1

2.4 Model fitting and gradient calculation
We compare the performances of different models using
simulations. A penalized version of likelihood error criterion functions given in Eq. 11 is used to fit models with
fixed number of units in hidden layer, to guard against
over-fitting.
X
Er ¼ E þ k
x2ij
ð11Þ
weights

For each data set, to identify the number of units in
hidden layer, both criteria Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) and Schwarz Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
are calculated:
AIC ¼ 2  Loglikelihood þ 2  m

ð12Þ

BIC ¼ 2  Loglikelihood þ m  logðNÞ

ð13Þ

where m is the number of the estimated parameters (proportion to units) and N is the number of the observations.
The model with the smallest value of the information

The purpose of the simulation study is to check the model
selection and prediction accuracy based on neural network
Poisson regression by comparison to the Poisson linear
regression. Three different simulation schemes are used.
For each data set we generate 1,000 independent observations. The first 500 observations will constitute a training
set and the last 500 observations a testing set.
Simulation 1 (linear): a simple linear Poisson regression
model is used with a single covariate X following uniform
[0,1] distribution. The response variable is generated as
Yi  PoisðexpðXÞÞ
Simulation 2 (nonlinear): two covariates X1 and X2 are
simulated as independently from U (0,1) and U (0,2). The
response variable is generated as
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Yi  Poisðexpð1 þ 1:2 X1 þ 0:25ð 4 X2 ÞÞÞ
Simulation 3 (nonlinear): three covariates X1, X2, and X3 are
simulated as independently from U (0,1), U (1,2), and U
(0,0.1), respectively. The response variable is generated as
Yi  Poisðexpð0:5 þ 1:2X13 þ 2X22  0:01X3 ÞÞ
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Table 1 Results of neural network models for 3 simulated data (training data)
Model

Simulation 1

Simulation 2

P*

AIC

BIC

P*

MLP (H* = 2)

7

758.3

787.8

MLP (H = 3)

10

762.5

804.6

MLP (H = 4)

13

768.2

823.1

MLP (H = 5)

16

774.2

MLP (H = 10)

31

804.2

MLP (H = 20)

61

864.2

Simulation 3

AIC

BIC

9

1,787.6

1,791.5

13

1,789.1

1,794.6

17

1,790.5

841.6

21

934.8

41

1,123.1

81

P*

AIC

BIC

11

1,603.5

1,649.3

16

1,615.2

1,686.5

1,797.6

21

1,630.3

1,718.0

1,791.6

1,800.5

26

1,649.7

1,751.1

1,796.8

1,814.1

51

1,707.5

1,924.4

1,805.7

1,839.8

101

1,820.3

2,240.3

P* number of parameters, H*number of hidden neuron

Table 2 Measure of accuracy MSE on testing data
Model

Simulation 1

Simulation 2

Simulation 3

Poisson regression

0.001

0.603

0.369

MLP (H* = 2)

0.005

0.081

0.054

MLP (H = 3)

0.013

0.121

0.110

H* number of hidden neuron

In simulations 2 and 3 we try to produce nonlinear and
more complicated schemes in comparison to the linear
model used in simulation 1.
Both linear Poisson and neural network Poisson models
are fitted using the training set. Models are selected based
on AIC and BIC. The mean squared error (MSE) is calculated for the testing set as a confirmation.
Based on the AIC and BIC values in Table 1, the models
with fewer parameters correspond to smaller AIC and BIC
values. Therefore, our expectation is that the model with
fewer parameters gives us better prediction. MSEs are
calculated on the testing sets for MLP with two units in the
hidden layer in Table 2. We also include result for MLP
with three units in hidden layer as a reference.
Result in Table 2 shows that the nonlinear neural network predictions are slightly less accurate than the Poisson
linear regression when the truth is linear (first column in
Table 2), which can be anticipated. However, the gains in
accuracy are significant when the truth is nonlinear (second
and third columns in Table 2). It is also noticed that the
model selected based on AIC and BIC values in Table 1
was the model with two nodes in hidden layer. This model
indeed performs better than the model with three nodes in
the hidden layer as confirmed by MSE in Table 2. This
shows such a model selection procedure is basically valid.
And even the suboptimal nonlinear model performs much
better than the linear model if the truth is nonlinear.
Figure 1 shows comparisons of real lambda values with
their predictions by linear Poisson regression and neural
network Poisson regression for the testing set in simulation
2. It is obvious that the neural network predictions are
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Fig. 1 Plots of real lambda and its prediction based on second
simulation data. Linear Poisson prediction (‘‘.’’), Poisson neural
networks (‘‘?’’)

much closer to the actual values in comparison to the linear
Poisson regression predictions.

4 Conclusion
Any nonlinear models in statistical methodology need
some sort of assumptions about either distributions and/or
prior knowledge for suitable functions to be used in modeling the nonlinearity, but in real applications (particularly
in modeling the phenomena in medical settings) we actually never know which suitable functions to use. One major
benefit of neural networks is their flexibility. As a consequence, in many applications, neural networks have shown
better prediction ability compared to classical statistical
methods. MLP as a landmark of neural networks is a
flexible nonlinear regression model, and can always be
used to approximate a continuous function. It applies well
when response variable is real valued. If the response
variable is integer valued, in particular measured as count
data, the MLP is not suitable to be applied directly. The
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hybridization of neural network with generalized linear
models provides a natural solution to such situations. In
this paper, we proposed a new nonlinear extension of
Poisson regression based on neural networks. We compared the performance of two types of models for some
simulated data. Poisson regression, as a conventional statistical method, has the ability to model some linear relationship, between the independent and dependent variables,
while as an artificial neural network structure can increase
this flexibility in modeling the nonlinearity in independent
variables. While the neural network and linear Poisson
regression have similar performances and accuracy rates,
according to prediction when the truth is in linear form, the
neural networks achieve much higher accuracy in predictions then when the truth is in nonlinear form. Both linear
and nonlinear Poisson regression can be implemented by
existing software. However, neural networks require a
more elaborate setup of parameters, and programming.
Other researchers have examined the extension of ordinary
linear regression, logistic regression, multinomial logistic
regression, and ordinal logistics regression by neural networks. This research, by extending Poisson regression to
neural networks, completed another part of the generalized
linear models.
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